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We consider a toy model of the interaction of a qubit with an exotic space-time containing a timelike curve.
Consistency seems to require that the global evolution of the qubit be nonunitary. Given that quantum me-
chanics is globally unitary, this then is an example of a quantum gravity information paradox. However, we
show that a careful analysis of the problem in the Heisenberg picture reveals an underlying unitarity, thus
resolving the paradox.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An intriguing point of conflict between general relativity
and quantum mechanics is the question of unitarity. For ex-
ample, if Hawking radiation �1� is truly thermal, as predicted
by semiclassical general relativity, then the complete evapo-
ration of a black hole would imply the loss of all the infor-
mation that has passed into it. This is clearly a nonunitary
evolution. In contrast quantum mechanics is globally unitary.
Several possible solutions to this problem have been put for-
ward focusing on the black hole example. These can be
grouped into two camps: those that argue that a full theory of
quantum gravity will enable information to escape from
black holes, thus restoring unitarity �2� and; those that argue
that such a full theory will inevitably be nonunitary �3�. It
has recently been shown that there is no “easy fix” to the
problem in terms of hidden correlations �4�. In this paper we
use a toy model to suggest a third alternative: that from the
usual point of view the information is lost, however if we
allow exotic measurement techniques it can be recovered,
demonstrating that the fundamental evolution is unitary. The
key physics in our approach is that we consider different
space-time histories to be distinguishable and allow them to
add coherently.

Perhaps the simplest example of a model combining gen-
eral relativistic and quantum mechanical evolutions that
naturally leads to nonunitarity was introduced by Deutsch �5�
and later developed by Bacon �6�. The Deutsch-Bacon �DB�
model assumes that time-like curves can be created, as pre-
dicted by the metric introduced by Morris et al. �7�. Time-
like curves allow a particle to follow a trajectory into its own
past. The model considers a broad class of interactions be-
tween two-level quantum systems �qubits� and timelike
curves and shows that, whilst self consistent solutions are
always possible, the solutions are in general nonunitary. An
interesting feature of this model is that, if we assume time-
like curves can exist �8�, then we can solve the resulting
evolutions consistently without requiring a full theory of
quantum gravity. In contrast, the final stages of evaporation
of a black hole would appear to intrinsically require a full
theory of quantum gravity.

II. DB MODEL

Consider the situation depicted in Fig. 1�a�. Two qubits
are involved. Qubit 1 is free propagating. Qubit 2 is trapped

on a closed timelike curve formed by two mouths of a worm-
hole. The wormhole acts as a time machine �7�. Qubit 2
enters the future mouth of the wormhole at time t and
emerges at an earlier time t�= t−� from the past mouth of the
wormhole. It then propagates forward in time for � till t
where it completes the causal loop by entering the future
mouth of the wormhole. Qubit 1 is allowed to interact with
qubit 2 via an arbitrary unitary interaction U. No other inter-
actions are allowed with qubit 2. This is indicated on the
figure by the dotted box. We desire the final state of qubit 1,
after the interaction.

DB propose the following formalism to treat this situation
and show that it always leads to a consistent solution: �i�
Determine the state of qubit 2, given by the density operator
�, via the consistency equation

� = Tr1�U��in � ��U†� , �1�

where �in is the initial state of qubit 1 and the trace is over
the Hilbert space of qubit 1. Given a solution for �, the
output state of qubit 1, �out, is given by

�out = Tr2�U��in � ��U†� , �2�
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Two representations of the scattering of a
qubit from a wormhole with time running horizontally. In the origi-
nal representation �a�, the incoming qubit is scattered from a second
qubit that is trapped on a closed timelike curve by the wormhole. In
the second representation �b�, the incoming qubit is sent into the
past by the wormhole where it “interacts with itself.” The represen-

tations are equivalent if we take Ū=UUswap. WF is the future mouth
of the wormhole and WP is the past mouth of the wormhole.
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where the trace is now over the Hilbert space of qubit 2. In
general the solution for �out will be nonunitary and a nonlin-
ear function of the input state. For example, if we take the
unitary to be a controlled-NOT �CNOT� gate followed by a
swap gate, i.e., U=UcnotUswap, and consider a pure input
state, ��0�+��1�, we find, using Eqs. �1� and �2�, that the
density operator of the output state is given by

�out = ����4� + ���4���0��0� + 2����2�1��1� . �3�

The solution is clearly nonunitary as �out is diagonal and
hence all coherences have been lost. The output is also a
nonlinear function of the input state, a point we will return to
at the end of this paper.

To recap, we see that the DB model predicts a pure input
state can be scattered into a mixed output state. Even in
principle, we cannot access qubit 2 after we pass the time t at
which it enters the future mouth of the wormhole, and hence
it would seem information about the scattered qubit is truly
lost. The nonunitarity is explicitly put into the model via the
traces in Eqs. �1� and �2�. The traces are required in order to
guarantee that consistent solutions can always be found,
however it would be more significant if a physical mecha-
nism for the nonunitary behavior could be identified. Here
we introduce a different analysis of the DB model that re-
veals such a mechanism. In the appropriate limits we repro-
duce several examples of the nonunitary evolutions of DB.
The calculations are performed in the Heisenberg picture and
do not involve any explicit traces. In fact, it is found that
when interactions are chained in the appropriate way the
evolution is in fact reversible. Thus the nonunitarity is only
apparent and the evolutions can be understood as fundamen-
tally unitary processes. We speculate that this effect may be
more general than this specific model.

III. HEISENBERG MODEL

An equivalent formulation of the problem of Fig. 1�a� is
shown in Fig. 1�b�. Now an additional swap gate is implicitly

included in the arbitrary unitary Ū, i.e., the two circuits

�Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�� are exactly equivalent if Ū=UUswap.
The timelike curve is no longer explicitly closed and in some
sence there is now only one qubit. The region of time in
which two qubits are present can be understood as the past
and present representations of a single qubit. Again, the dot-
ted box demarks the region in which interactions with the
qubit are forbidden. In the Appendix we contrive a space-
time representation of the circuit of Fig. 1�b� that explicitly
prevents acausal effects for an external observer.

We can solve this alternative formulation in the Heisen-
berg picture by considering the evolution of the Pauli opera-
tors X ,Y, and Z, representing a complete set of observables
for the qubit. We take the initial state to be �0� and explicitly
include state preparation in the evolution. Expectation values
can be evaluated by evolving the observables back in time
through the circuit from the measurement point to the initial
state �9�. The evolution is evaluated in the free fall reference
frame of the qubit. In order to do this we need to introduce
an explicit temporal parameterization of the observables. We
take

J�t0� =� dt G�t − t0�Jt, �4�

where J=X ,Y ,Z, Jt is an idealized, instantaneous Pauli op-
erator acting at time t and G�t− t0� is a distribution function
describing the uncertainty in when the operator acts. We as-
sume that the standard deviation, d of the distribution func-
tion G is much smaller than �, such that on the scale of Fig.
1�b� the qubit behaves as a point particle. We also assume
that the same distribution function describes the final mea-
surement, the collision unitary and the initial state prepara-
tion. In the reference frame of the qubit two collisions occur,
one before entering the wormhole and the other after leaving
it. These collisions are both with itself at different times. The
parameter t0 acts as a clock in the reference frame of the
qubit and allows us to make mathematical sence of this
strange statement. We now apply this method to two example

Ū’s, that illustrate the method and demonstrate its ability to
reproduce the results of the original model.

In the first example, we consider U=UcsUswap and hence

Ū=Ucs, where Ucs is the unitary transformation correspond-
ing to a controlled sign. For simplicity, we take the input
state in the Schrödinger picture to be the pure state �ei��0�
+�e−i��1� with � and � real. In the Heisenberg picture we
explicitly create this state using the unitary transformation
Us=ei�Z��I+ i�Y�. It is straightforward to generalize the
treatment to include mixed states. We begin with the DB
model treatment. The consistency requirement �Eq. �1�� leads
to the solution �6�

� = �2�0��0� + �2�1��1� + ��2 − �2����e−i2��0��1� + ei2��1��0��
�5�

and hence from Eq. �2� the output

�out = �2�0��0� + �2�1��1� + ��2 − �2�2���e−i2��0��1�

+ ei2��1��0�� . �6�

As before this solution is unusual in being nonunitary and a
nonlinear function of the input state.

We now solve for the same unitary using the Heisenberg
approach. We introduce the following nomenclature: J
=J�t� ,J�=J�t−�� ,J�=J�t−2��, etc., where t is an arbitrary
time and, as before, � is the time shift produced by the
wormhole. The transformation rules for the controlled sign
gate are �I��X�→ �Z��X�, �X��I�→ �X��Z�, �I��Y�→ �Z��Y�,
�Y��I�→ �Y��Z�, �I��Z�→ �I��Z� and �Z��I�→ �Z��I�, where
the brackets delineate operators acting on the first and second
qubit. Consider the representation of Fig. 1�b�. We begin
with Z and evolve it back from the output into the wormhole
region. At the first encounter with the unitary we set the
input to be �I��Z�, i.e., we take the upper mode to be the
identity. The evolution gives �I��Z�→ �I��Z�. Evolving the
lower mode further back in time we encounter the wormhole
and then arrive at the unitary again, but now in the upper
mode and at an earlier time �in the qubit reference frame�.
We now conclude that the input to the unitary should be
�Z���Z�. This gives evolution through the unitary of �Z���Z�
→ �Z���Z�. Propagating the lower mode back through the
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wormhole and to the unitary again produces the same input
�Z���Z�. Thus we have consistently solved the evolution
through the wormhole and we conclude that the value of the
upper mode that should be evolved back to the state prepa-
ration unitary, Us, is Z�.

Now consider X. Evolution back through the unitary the
first time gives �I��X�→ �Z��X�. Propagating the lower mode
through the wormhole and back through the unitary a second
time leads to the evolution �X���X�→ �Z��XZ��. A third itera-
tion gives a consistent evolution through the unitary of
�X�Z���X�→ �ZX�Z���XZ�� that has “converged” in the sence
that further iterations do not change the evolution. We con-
clude that ZX�Z� should be evolved back to the state prepa-
ration unitary. Similarly we find that Y evolves to ZY�Z�.
Finally, we evolve the operators back through the state
preparation unitary, Us, to obtain the operators, Jm, that act
on the initial zero state

Zm = Zi�,

Xm = ZiXi�Zi�,

Ym = ZiYi�Zi�, �7�

where

Zi = ��2 − �2�Z + 2��X ,

Xi = cos 2�„��2 − �2�X + 2��Z… + sin 2�Y ,

Yi = cos 2�Y − sin 2�„��2 − �2�X + 2��Z… . �8�

These are clearly unusual expressions, containing opera-
tors representing three different temporal histories. Neverthe-
less, we can evaluate expectation values using Eq. �4�. Con-
sider the simple example of a component product of Z
operators with different temporal histories

�ZZ�� = ��2 − �2�2 + 4�2�2� dt G�t − t0�G�t − t0 − �� .

�9�

If �=0 then normalization of the temporal function means we
obtain �ZZ�=1. However, for the condition ��d, then G�t
− t0� and G�t− t0−�� are effectively orthogonal �have no
overlap� and �ZZ��= ��2−�2�2= �Z�2. This technique can be
generalized to obtain expectation values for the operators of
Eq. �7�.

The solutions using the DB model and the Heisenberg
model are compared via the expectation value relations �J�
= �0�Jm�0�=Tr�J�out�. Both approaches lead to the same solu-
tions, namely

�X� = ��2 − �2�22�� cos 2� ,

�Y� = − ��2 − �2�22�� sin 2� ,

�Z� = ��2 − �2� . �10�

As a second example, we consider the case presented

earlier in which U=UCNOTUswap. Hence Ū=UCNOT. The
transformation rules for the controlled-NOT gate are �I��X�
→ �I��X�, �X��I�→ �X��X�, �I��Y�→ �Z��Y�, �Y��I�→ �Y��X�,
�I��Z�→ �Z��Z� and, �Z��I�→ �Z��I�, where the first qubit is
the control. Following the procedure described previously
we find for Z, after two iterations, the evolution through the
unitary of �Z���Z�→ �ZZ���Z� and we conclude that ZZ�
should be evolved back to the state preparation unitary.
Something different happens when we consider X. We do not
find a closed solution, but rather an infinite product of opera-
tors. We conclude that the evolution through the unitary is
�X�X�X� . . . ��X�→ �X�X�X� . . . ��XX�X� . . . � and hence con-
clude that X�X�X�. . . should be propagated back to the uni-
tary. For Y the evolution is �Y�X�X� . . . ��Y�
→ �ZY�X�X� . . . ��YX�X�X� . . . � and hence ZY�X�X�. . .
should be propagated back to the unitary. Thus we find

Zm = ZiZi�,

Xm = Xi�Xi�Xi� . . . ,

Ym = ZiYi�Xi�Xi� . . . . �11�

The presence of infinite direct products appears pathological,
nevertheless if we ignore the singular point �=� �which is
also a singular point in the DB model �6�� the expectation
values converge and we obtain values for the expectation
values consistent with Eq. �3�, namely

�X� = 0,

�Y� = 0,

�Z� = ����2 − ���2�2. �12�
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Chained wormhole gates. H stands for a
Hadamard gate
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IV. REVERSIBILITY OF THE HEISENBERG MODEL

Although, as we have shown, the expectation values are
equivalent in the two approaches, the physical pictures are
quite different. In the DB model the nonunitary evolution
emerges as a mysterious requirement for preserving consis-
tency. In the Heisenberg model the evolution involves only
unitary operations. The nonunitary behavior of the expecta-
tion values arises from the measurements. Direct measure-
ment of the qubit observables is unable to recognize the co-
herences between the various histories that contribute to the
results. As a consequence those coherences are implicitly
traced over in the expectation values. We might expect that
these coherences will play a role if we chain a pair of worm-
hole interactions. We now consider such a situation and show
that the two models give highly divergent results.

We consider the chained interaction depicted in Fig. 2.
The second wormhole interaction is the same as the first

�with Ū=Ucnot�. We apply a Hadamard gate to the output of
the first wormhole before injecting it into the second and a
further Hadamard after the second wormhole. Using the DB
model we can solve this situation using Eqs. �1� and �2�, but
now with the input state �in= ����4�+ ���4���+ ��+�+2����2�−�
��−�, where �± �= �0�± �1�. The final output state is the com-
pletely depolarized density operator 1 /2��0��0�+ �1��1��.

A careful analysis of the Heisenberg approach arrives at a
very different conclusion. The action of the Hadamard gate is
to produce the evolutions: Z→X, X→Z and Y →−Y. Com-
bining these transformations with those of Eq. �11� we find
that propagating back from the measurement point through
the first wormhole to position B in Fig. 2 gives the transfor-
mations: Z→Z�Z�Z� . . . ,X→XX� ,Y →XY�Z�Z�. . .. Propa-
gating back from B through the unitary and wormhole gives
the somewhat surprising consistent evolutions:

�Z�Z�Z� . . . ��Z�Z�Z� . . . � → �Z���Z�Z�Z� . . . � ,

�X���XX�� → �X���X� ,

�X�Z�Z� . . . ��XY�Z�Z� . . . � → �Y���XZ�Z� . . . � , �13�

where we have used the Pauli identities JJ= I and XZ=−iY.
Hence, in stark contrast to the prediction of the DB model,
we find that the Heisenberg approach predicts that the second
wormhole reverses the evolution of the first wormhole, es-
sentially giving the identity for the entire transformation, i.e.,
Z→Z� ,X→X� ,Y →Y�.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed a simple model combining an exotic
general relativistic metric with quantum mechanics that ap-
pears to inevitably lead to nonunitary evolutions. We have
shown that the predictions of this model can be reproduced
using a model that is explicitly unitary and in principle re-
versible. In the original model consistent solutions are guar-
anteed by ad hoc trace operations which lead to nonunitary
evolution. In the new model treatment of different space-
time histories through the wormhole as distinguishable paths
guarantees consistent solutions and leads to apparently non-
unitary evolutions. However the underlying unitarity is dem-
onstrated by the chaining of two interactions, revealing that
the evolutions are reversible.

The new model predicts expectation values that are a non-
linear function of the input state as in the original model.
However, the conclusions about computational complexity in
the presence of these exotic gates arrived at in Ref. �6� de-
pend on chaining of the interactions. Such chainings may not
lead to the same conclusions when applied to the new model.

Although our analysis is abstract and the model rather
contrived, we believe the general features of the solution
may teach us about more physical situations such as the
evaporation of black holes.
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APPENDIX

For concreteness we contrive a more explicit representa-
tion of the circuit of Fig. 1�b�, with a space-time geometry
given by the space-time and space-space diagrams of Fig. 3,
that explicitly prevents acausal effects for an external ob-
server. We assume tubes, that can only support a single quan-
tum mode, guide our qubit into and out of the wormholes.
These “waveguides” exclude external modes from interact-
ing with the qubit in the region between HI and HO in Fig. 3.
The input mouth of the wormhole is located at WI and the
output at WO. The waveguides are arranged such that an
elastic collision occurs between the input and output
waveguides at point C. The collision is guaranteed to be
unitary because of the exclusion of all external modes. The
geometry of the waveguide path is required by no-signaling
to be such that signals cannot traverse the straight-line dis-
tance between HI and HO faster than light speed. The coor-
dinates used in Fig. 3 are those of an external observer in flat
space-time. We make the following �simplifying, but nones-
sential� assumptions about the metric experienced by a qubit
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Space-time and �b� space-space rep-
resentations of wormhole interaction. �� = ��x ,�y�. See text for other
definitions.
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in free fall through the waveguide. We assume the qubit sees
flat space-time up till WI. In traversing WI→WO the qubit
coordinates change such that x , t→x+	x , t+	t whilst the ex-
ternal coordinates change such that x , t→x+	x+�� , t+	t−�

�see Fig. 3�. In the text we will assume that 	x ,	t are small
enough to be neglected and that the free fall speed of the
qubit is sufficiently slow that special relativistic effects can
be neglected.
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